Chapter 12
Revelation 12:1 And there appeared a GREAT
WONDER {amazement} in HEAVEN {where the liftedup to heaven super volcano is located}; a WOMAN
{representing new Jerusalem that will be sitting and ruling
over all the USA's destroyed states} clothed with the
SUN {representing the spiritual sun's/last witness'
light/visions written on the scroll of life's last side}, and
the MOON {representing the spiritual moon's/first
witness’ light/visions written on the scroll of life's first
side} under her FEET {because the spiritual moon is just
below the seventh evening's westerly horizon at dusk/even
while the spiritual sun is just below the easterly horizon at
dawn/even, which is equated with the time when the
seventh plagued angel is being revealed}, and upon her
HEAD {representing the high mountain/super volcano
within new Jerusalem} a CROWN of TWELVE STARS
{the twelve stars represent the latter day new tribes of the
first group/priests and second group/elders of redeemed on
new mount Zion within new Jerusalem}:
In Revelation 12:1, the Apostle John was amazed
(wondered) at an incredible vision that proceeded from the
seventh plagued angel's visions and oracles. The vision
was of a glorious-looking woman that represents new
Jerusalem. A huge fiery whirlwind will manifest around
the super volcano's lifted-up to heaven mountain (new

Mount Zion). Its immense mouth will be filled with an
overflowing and spreading lake of fire. The height of this
immense tornado of fire reaches up to the sky (heaven),
see Ezekiel 1:4.
Ezekiel 1:4 And I looked, and, behold, a WHIRLWIND
{huge tornado of fire} came out of the NORTH {latter day
Babylon}, a great cloud, and a FIRE {as it sucks up the
flowing lava overflowing from the lifted-up to heaven
super volcano, which is within the immense whirlwind}
INFOLDING ITSELF {describing the way a
whirlwind/tornado spins}, and a BRIGHTNESS {of
intense light/ensign} was about it, and out of the MIDST
THEREOF {where the mountain of the lifted-up to heaven
super volcano is located} as the COLOUR OF AMBER
{being the color of fiery lava}, out of the midst of the fire.
Revelation 12:1 is being revealed during the judgment.
The seventh plagued angel is revealing what had already
happened when a massive tornado of fire was surrounding
the lifted-up to the sky super volcano. Three groups of
redeemed had entered the light emanating from this
whirlwind of fire to be living in the new heaven and new
Earth, while at the same time they are around the seventh
plagued angel's high and great white throne during the
judgment.
In Revelation 12:1, it shows a woman reaching up to the
sky (heaven) that represents new Jerusalem. She is clothed

with the sun's light because the spiritual sun's light
(visions) is dawning from the easterly horizon. At the
same time, the spiritual moon (first witness) is just below
the westerly horizon at the time of the ending of the
seventh evening at even/dawn. When this figurative moon
is just below the westerly horizon at the ending of the
seventh evening, it represents the time when the seventh
plagued angel (equated with the last small part of the
scroll of life) is being fulfilled.
In the vision of Revelation 12:1, New Jerusalem's
(woman's) feet refer to her foundations that stand on the
ground with the moon just below the ground at the
westerly horizon, hence her feet, as it were, are standing
on the figurative moon. The spiritual moon represents the
first witness (Michael) that wrote on all seven parts of the
scroll of life's first side. These seven parts of the scroll of
life's first side are equated with seven evenings of a week.
The spiritual sun represents the last witness (Gabriel) that
wrote on all seven parts of the scroll of life's last side.
These seven parts of the scroll of life's last side are
equated with seven days of sunlight.
The head of the glorious woman in heaven represents the
high mountain of the super volcano, which is equated with
the inner court and temple of the sanctuary. On this high
mountain, the first group of redeemed officiate as priests
in the holy place of the heavenly sanctuary. Also on this
mountain, the second group of redeemed officiate as

elders (144,000) in the inner court of the heavenly
sanctuary.
The twelve stars on the crown upon the woman's head
represent the new twelve tribes of the first group and
second group of redeemed. Initially, the twelve stars are of
the first group of redeemed as they journey through two
wilderness periods. Then after the first group of redeemed
has given spiritual birth to their spiritual children (who are
of the second group of redeemed that mature at the end of
the second spiritual wilderness journey), then these
spiritual children that matured to spiritual adults are then
also of the twelve stars (twelve new tribes) of the woman
(new Jerusalem) in heaven.
*******
Revelation 12:2 And SHE {she/new Jerusalem represents
the three groups of overcomers of all generations. During
a past generation, the woman represented the Isrealites
living in Goshen of old Egypt} being with CHILD {in the
latter days the child represents the spiritual birth of latter
day Moses’ dawning/Lamb message. In the past type, the
child represented the literal birth of old Moses in Goshen
of old Egypt} cried, TRAVAILING IN BIRTH {travailing
in the latter days to give spiritual birth to the latter day
living messenger's message, just as the old Israelites in
Goshen travailed in bringing forth their male children},

and PAINED to be DELIVERED.
In the past type, the Israelites in Goshen pained in
delivering their newly born male babies because Pharaoh's
decree ordered all male babies be killed as soon as they
were born. Among these male babies was born old Moses.
This is equated with the latter day faithful church
members who were in spiritual labor pains to accept latter
day Moses’ newly born dawning message concerning the
super volcano exploding in the USA causing the
bottomless pit (super volcano) to open and erupt smoke
and ash for five months. After AD 90, the next living
messenger's message was always spiritually born
(manifested) from the church that was established by the
previous deceased anointed messenger.
*******
Revelation 12:3 And there appeared ANOTHER
WONDER in HEAVEN {this heaven refers to the great
and high whirlwind of fire equated with new
Jerusalem/woman in heaven}; and behold a GREAT
RED {red color of Egypt’s soil} DRAGON {representing
the rebellious Israelites dwelling in Goshen, but in our day
represents the rebellious states of the USA and allied
nations in agreement with what the the USA's ruling
capital envisions for the world's future}, having SEVEN
HEADS {based on a past type when the old Promised
Land was divided into seven parts with each part having a

head/ruling capital} and TEN HORNS {ten tribes/horns
had to leave old Egypt and be situated in the land of old
Canaan within two tribes/two kingdoms of the seven
divided parts of Canaan. Then the ten horns were
reigning/crowned in the Promised Land of Canaan}, and
SEVEN CROWNS {seven ruling capitals} upon HIS {red
dragon's/old Egypt's} HEADS.
The Apostle John saw another amazing (wonder) vision
proceeding from the scroll of life. He saw a huge red
dragon with seven crowned heads and ten horns having no
crowns. In the generation of Aaron and old Moses, the
ways of this dragon represented the mind of Pharaoh,
which was also adopted by the rebellious leaders of the
Israelites living in Goshen of Egypt. The dragon’s red
color refers to the red color of old Egypt's soil along the
Egyptian “Red” Sea. Within this red dragon's (old Egypt's)
land was the rebellious nation of Israel situated in the land
of Goshen. Two main tribes – Judah and Joseph – were of
the body (land) of this red dragon (Israelite's nation in
Goshen). Among these two main tribes were situated the
other ten tribes; hence, the ten horns of the red dragon (old
Egypt).
When the tribes of Israel were following the word of
Elohiym’s living messenger, they are of the woman (new
Jerusalem). However, if they rejected a living messenger’s
words – even though they continued to follow the words
of past prophets/messiahs – then they had the same mind

as Pharaoh in regards to not accepting the two witnesses'
new present truth as revealed by a living messenger. This
is also the case when people living in the USA's states and
allied nations reject latter day Moses’ message, which
reveals the two witnesses' present new truth from the
scroll of life.
*******
Revelation 12:4 And HIS {Pharaoh's way of thinking that
was also in the minds of the great red dragon/nation of
Israel in Goshen} TAIL drew the THIRD PART {one
part/a third} of {each star of} the {twelve} STARS
{which are upon the faithful woman’s crown} of
HEAVEN {the whirlwind/new Jerusalem that reaches to
heaven/sky}, and did CAST THEM {the rebellious
people who adopted the mind of Pharaoh} to the EARTH
{being outside the high mountain/new Jerusalem in
heaven}: and the DRAGON {nation of Israel in Goshen
fulfilling the mind of Pharaoh} stood before the WOMAN
{faithful Israelites spiritually dwelling within the high
whirlwind of fire/new Jerusalem that reaches to the sky}
which was READY to be DELIVERED, for to DEVOUR
HER CHILD {in the past type representing the baby male
child Moses, but in our day representing the spiritual birth
(Lamb) of the latter day messenger's new message
dawning from beneath the first seal} as SOON as it was
BORN {dawning light/Lamb/message spiritually born in
the latter days}.

In the past type, Pharaoh's ideals (way of thinking) was
enforced by the Israelite nation, illustrated by a great red
dragon with seven crowned heads and ten horns. Pharaoh
ordered all the Hebrew midwives in Goshen to kill all
male children, as soon as they were born. The midwives,
being of the righteous faithful Israelites spiritually
dwelling within the high whirlwind of fire (woman/new
Jerusalem), defied Pharaoh and let the male children live
(see Exodus 1:15-19). They knew that God (seventh
plagued angel) wanted the Israelite nation to increase,
whereas Pharaoh wanted the Israelites to decrease in
number. Because of Pharaoh’s decree that the midwives
must remove and kill all the newly born male babies, the
pregnant Israelite women were travailing to bring forth
their male babies – including that generation’s male
redeemer/old Moses – as soon as they were born. The
midwives' mind was of the faithful Israelites that were not
cast down from new Jerusalem by the red dragon's
(rebellious Israelites') tail (ways/ideals). One part (a third
part) of each of the twelve stars (twelve tribes) of Israel in
Goshen agreed to the ideals of the dragon (Israel's nation),
that was enforcing pharaoh's laws. Accordingly, they were
spiritually cast out by the high fiery whirlwind (new
Jerusalem) by the tail (ideals/ways) of the red dragon
(rebellious nation of Israel in Goshen), since they were in
agreement with the mind of Pharaoh.
In our day, the dragon’s way of thinking was ready with

its words to kill (devour) latter day Moses’ new message
(Lamb), as soon as the new message was ready to be
spiritually born from beneath the first of seven seals that
were around the rolled-up scroll of life. After latter day
Elijah’s (former messenger's) death, the dragon’s way of
thinking was revealed through people living in the USA
including people of latter day Elijah’s (former
messenger's) church. These people stood ready to
denounce and kill the two witnesses' new present truth
message (hence, Lamb/birth of the man child) that
claimed inspiration above the former messenger. These
rebellious people caused some of the faithful believers,
who were previously dwelling within the high fiery
whirlwind (woman/new Jerusalem, equated with Eden)
with the latter day messenger, to be cast down by
accepting the dragon's way of thinking.
*******
Revelation 12:5 And SHE {new Jerusalem that
represented the faithful members of the former church of
latter day Elijah that are now with the living latter day
messenger} brought forth a MAN CHILD {representing
the dawning message/Lamb revealed from beneath the
first of seven seals that were around the rolled up scroll of
life. In the past, this Lamb represented the message
concerning the first sign that old Moses spoke to Pharaoh
before the Exodus}, who WAS to rule ALL NATIONS
{Was to rule all nations after latter day Babylon's first

reigning period. In the past type, old Moses was to rule all
nations of old Canaan after the fulfillment of the angel of
death} with a ROD OF IRON {which represents the
scroll of life's written visions and oracles/rod that reveal
the end of latter day Babylon’s/spiritual Canaan's reign. In
the past type, the rod of iron represented Elohiym's words
spoken by Moses concerning the overthrow of the
Canaanites}: and HER {woman’s/ new Jerusalem's}
CHILD {representing the new message of latter day
Moses} was CAUGHT UP {arose after latter day
Babylon's first reigning period ended, as recorded by a
vision and oracle at the beginning of the seventh seal of
the scroll of life} unto God {seventh plagued angel}, and
to his THRONE {sitting and reigning on the great white
throne over the dissolved lava covered former kingdom of
latter day Babylon}.
In the past type, Moses’ mother was of the woman (new
Jerusalem/high mountain) that was able to give birth and
life to old Moses, even though the dragon (nation of
Israel) was fulfilling Pharaoh's decree that every male
baby (man child) must be killed, which the rebellious
Israelites accepted. In the latter days, people that were of
the former latter day messenger's (latter day Elijah’s)
church, and others, believed the new message (Man
Child/Lamb) that latter day Moses revealed from beneath
the first seal. Thereby, these people are illustrated as being
of the righteous woman (church/new Jerusalem) that gave

spiritual birth (man child) and life to the dawning message
of the two witnesses' new present truth message, as
revealed by the latter day living messenger.
Old Moses revealed Elohiym’s word to Pharaoh. His
words concerned the Israelites being released from
bondage to leave Egypt and inherit the Promised Land of
Canaan. Old Moses prophesied of the plagues that were
inflicted on old Egypt. After the final plague of the angel
of death passed through the land of Egypt and slew all the
firstborn in houses that had not the mark of lamb’s blood
on the door frames of their houses, Pharaoh allowed old
Moses and all the Israelites to leave Egypt to enter the
nearby land of Canaan. Moses had promised the Israelites
that they would inherit the land of Canaan after they left
Goshen. However, that promise was delayed because
Elohiym wanted to test the Israelites by leading them
away from the Promised Land of Canaan (which was near
Goshen of Egypt) and into the wilderness before the
Israelites could take the shortest route to enter and rule
Canaan. Accordingly, all the nations in the land of old
Canaan were not ruled with an iron rod at that time by the
Israelites.
Latter day Moses revealed to his apostles his new message
from beneath the first seal. Thereafter during latter day
Babylon's first reigning period, the Daily new message
was rejected by the USA/false prophet and allied nations.
Throughout latter day Babylon's first reigning period,

latter day Moses revealed to the kingdom of latter day
Babylon the dawning visions and oracles that are written
beneath six seals of the scroll of life. Three and a half days
before latter day Babylon's first reigning period ended,
these dawned messages beneath six seals were lying dead
and totally rejected by the kingdom of latter day Babylon.
Three and a half (3½) days later, the dead message
beneath the sixth seal rose to life, as the message beneath
the seventh seal began to be understood. Instead of latter
day Babylon’s kingdom falling according to the visions
and oracles of four riders and their white, red, black, and
pale horses, the four angels (four riders) were holding
back the four winds (representing the white, red, black,
and pale horses) from overthrowing latter day Babylon’s
first reigning period. Thereby, more time was allowed to
gather and then seal the latter day people of the 144,000 in
their foreheads before latter day Babylon’s final/third
reign ends by the opening of the super volcano, which
continually erupts smoke and ash for five months.
When latter day Babylon's first reigning period ended, it
did not end by the explosion of the super volcano.
Accordingly, latter day Moses’ message (man child/Lamb)
concerning the exploding top of the super volcano
opening the bottomless pit to overthrow and bring an end
to latter day Babylon’s first reigning period was not
fulfilled. As the events were happening from the time
latter day Moses’ message (Man child/Lamb) dawned

from beneath the first seal through to the time when latter
day Babylon's first reigning period ended were written on
the initial six parts (six seals) of the scroll of life's first
side and last side. The last small part to be written at the
end of the sixth seal is illustrated in Revelation 12:5 by the
man child (Lamb) being caught up (returning) to his
throne in heaven. Heaven refers to the lifted-up to the sky
super volcano filled with an overflowing lake of lava,
above which the judgment is taking place.
*******
Revelation 12:6 And the WOMAN {representing new
Jerusalem of whom the first group of redeemed are written
as believers on new Jerusalem's spiritual foundations, just
as they are written as believers beneath six seals of the
scroll of life’s first side and last side} FLED {in the past
type, the faithful Israelites fled Goshen and crossed the
Red Sea} into the WILDERNESS, where she hath a
place prepared of God {seventh plagued angel}, that
THEY {two witnesses' written visions and oracles}
should FEED { with revealed words/spiritual manna
baked into spiritual bread/message of the visions and
oracles written on six of the seven angels with trumpets}
HER {new Jerusalem's foundations equated with the first
group of redeemed} THERE {in the wilderness} a
THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED and THREESCORE
DAYS {the seventh angel with trumpet is revealing after
latter day Babylon's second reigning period ended what

had happened during latter day Babylon's second reigning
period while the woman was in the spiritual wilderness for
1260 days}.
In the past type, the adult Israelites (woman/new
Jerusalem's foundations) fled from Goshen in old Egypt
during the Exodus, crossed the Red Sea, and entered the
literal wilderness of Zin. While they were in the
wilderness, they ate literal manna baked into unleavened
bread. Old Moses was leading the Israelites through the
wilderness as they journeyed to the Promised Land of
Canaan.
In our day, the believers (represented by the woman/new
Jerusalem's foundations) were led by latter day Moses
through the spiritual wilderness during latter day
Babylon's second reigning period. While they were in the
spiritual wilderness for 1260 days, they were spiritually
fed with the visions and oracles written on the scroll of
life's six of seven angels with trumpets. The written words
pertaining to these visions and oracles are as spiritual
manna. When these written visions and oracles were
revealed by latter day Moses, they were as six white
unleavened loaves made with spiritual manna.
*******
Revelation 12:7 And there was WAR in HEAVEN
{heaven refers to the lifted-up to heaven super volcano,

around which new Jerusalem will be located}:
MICHAEL {first witness'/Michael's visions and oracles}
and his ANGELS {being the messages concerning
ejected coals of fire, great hailstones, fiery whirlwinds,
and lava flowing down from the lifted-up to heaven
immense mouth of the super volcano} fought against the
DRAGON {dragon/kingdom of latter day
Babylon/spiritual Canaan/USA's states and allied
nations}; and the DRAGON {kingdom/beast of latter day
Babylon/spiritual Canaan} FOUGHT {in an attempt to
survive in the land} and HIS {Michael's/first witness'}
ANGELS {visions and oracles of the exploding super
volcano, anarchy, famine, darkness, ejected coals of fire,
great hailstones, fiery whirlwinds, and an overflowing and
spreading lake of lava},
Revelation 12:7 is revealing the war that took place
between Michael's visions and oracles written on seven
angels on the scroll of life's first side. These visions and
oracles reveal the time when the explosion of the super
volcano, anarchy, famine, darkness, ejected coals of fire,
great hailstones, fiery whirlwinds, and an overflowing
lake of lava warred with the USA's states and allied
nations. The USA's states and allied nations are likened to
the nations dwelling in the Promised Land of old Canaan.
The explosion of the top of the super volcano causes a
great earthquake that opens the bottomless pit, as smoke
and ash for five months torments the USA with anarchy ad

famine. Thereafter when the seventh plagued angel has
risen as a great light with fire from the swelled to heaven
bottomless pit and is sitting and reigning on the great
white throne after six plagued angels are fulfilled, a great
fiery whirlwind (equated with new Jerusalem/woman in
heaven) materializes around the huge mountain of the
lifted-up to heaven super volcano's mountain overflowing
with a lake of fire. Great hailstones with many fiery
whirlwinds, spawned from the great whirlwind, and the
overflowing and spreading lake of lava from the super
volcano in heaven will war with the USA's states and all
nations allied with latter day Babylon's kingdom.
Daniel 12:1 And at that time shall Michael {first witness'
written visions and oracles of four riders and four horses}
STAND UP {stand up/resurrect to life at the opening of the
super volcano}, the GREAT PRINCE {equated with the
bright star/spiritual moon} which standeth for the
CHILDREN {great multitude/third group of redeemed} of
THY {living messenger's} PEOPLE {overcomers that are
the first group and second group of redeemed}: and there
SHALL BE {after five months of smoke and ash} a TIME
OF TROUBLE , SUCH AS NEVER WAS {from the time
the seventh plagued angel rises as a great light with fire
from the swelled to heaven super volcano} since there
was a nation even to that same time: and at that time THY
{Daniel's} PEOPLE {three groups of redeemed} shall be
DELIVERED {to the ensign during the terrible time of

trouble}, every one that shall be FOUND WRITTEN {as
an overcomer} in the BOOK {last book/scroll of life}.
Revelation 19:14 And the ARMIES {of great hailstones
and whirlwinds equated with the redeemed} which were
in HEAVEN {sky} followed HIM {the seventh plagued
angel that burst as magma from the swelled up to heaven
super volcano} upon WHITE HORSES {equated with the
wind that carries the great hailstones/riders}, clothed in
FINE LINEN {equated with the bright white light/visions
of the seventh plagued angel}, white and clean.
Joel 2:5 Like the noise of chariots on the tops of
mountains shall THEY {flowing rivers of fire/lava
spreading from the lake of fire} leap, like the noise of a
flame of fire that devoureth the stubble, as a strong people
set in battle array.
Joel 2:11 And the LORD {seventh plagued angel} shall
utter his VOICE {the voice/sound of the super volcano
when it swells up to heaven and exploded magma into the
sky with a great sound of thunder/great trumpet} before
his ARMY {of flowing lava}: for his CAMP {huge 40-mile
wide lava erupting mouth of the swelled to heaven
bottomless pit} is VERY GREAT {immense}: for HE
{seventh plagued angel} is strong that executeth his word:
for the DAY {when the super volcano swells to heaven and
explodes magma into the sky} of the LORD {seventh
plagued angel} is great and very terrible; and who can

abide it?
*******
Revelation 12:8 And prevailed not; neither was THEIR
{USA's states} place found any more in HEAVEN
{being the area on and around the lifted-up to heaven
super volcano}.
In the past type, the armies of old Canaan were unable to
prevail over the armies of Israel. Accordingly, the
Canaanites were driven out from the land for the Israelites
to inherit and dwell. In our day, the USA's states will not
be able to prevail against the armies of heaven. After five
months of smoke and ash, the super volcano will swell to
heaven and explode magma into the sky, Following the
explosion of magma will be great hailstones, whirlwinds
of fire, and the overflowing lake of lava from the lifted-up
to heaven super volcano. The intense heat above and
around the lifted-up to heaven super volcano will create
70 pound hailstones that rain upon the states of the fallen
USA. From that time, the USA's states that were built up
to the sky (heaven) will have been cast to the ground. The
armies of heaven will drive out the USA's states while the
redeemed enter new Jerusalem's light to dwell in the new
promised land.
*******
Revelation 12:9 And the GREAT DRAGON {referring to

spiritual Canaan where the USA's land is located} was
CAST OUT {USA followed by its allies cast out of the
land where new Jerusalem reigns over the destroyed
kingdom of latter day Babylon}, that OLD SERPENT
{deceiving snake}, called the DEVIL {tempting devil},
and SATAN {adversary Satan}, which DECEIVETH
{like a serpent/false prophet/USA} the whole world: HE
{USA followed by its allies}was CAST OUT {from where
the USA ruled over the nations} into the EARTH {land
outside the USA and surrounding nations}, and his
ANGELS {rebellious people} were cast out with HIM
{cast out with the USA's states and allied nations, also
known as the seven-headed beast/dragon}.
The vision in Revelation 12:9 is based on the past type
where the Israelites traveled through the wilderness a
second time to the border of Canaan. Then they entered
Canaan and warred with the dragon (kingdom) of Canaan
and began to drive out the nations dwelling in the
Canaanite kingdom (dragon), which was the old Promised
Land for old Israel. In our day, the warring with the latter
day great dragon (being the USA and its allies) by the
opened super volcano and the armies of smoke and ash
begins 3½ days after the second spiritual wilderness
journey, just as the old Israelites began overthrowing the
kingdom (dragon) of Canaan after their second wilderness
journey. Then when the super volcano swells to heaven
and explodes magma into the sky and begins filling its

immense 40-mile wide mouth, great hailstones, fiery
whirlwinds, followed by an overflowing lake of fire will
drive out the states and allied nations from the latter day
promised land in the battle of Armageddon. Instead of the
USA's states and allied nations occupying the land, new
Jerusalem and the three groups of redeemed will inherit it
and dwell therein.
The USA deceives the nations of the world into accepting
what it envisions for the world's future, which is contrary
to what the two witnesses have envisioned concerning this
world ending up dissolved in an overflowing lake of lava.
When the USA's leadership talks contrary to the two
witnesses' predictions written on the scroll of life, the
USA's leadership is as a deceiving serpent, tempting devil,
and adversary to peoples and nations of the world.
The USA's states will be first among nations being
tormented from the time Michael's (first witness') visions
and oracles of four riders and four horses resurrect with
smoke and ash from the opened bottomless pit (super
volcano). After five months of smoke and ash, the USA's
states and cities will also be first among nations to begin
being killed (hence no longer functioning as a state or
city), according to the written visions and oracles of four
riders and four horses when they are being fulfilled from
the swelled to heaven exploded super volcano.
*******

Revelation 12:10 And I heard a LOUD VOICE {which
refers to the voice of the 144,000 fellowservants/elders}
saying in HEAVEN {above the lifted-up to heaven super
volcano where the judgment is taking place}, NOW
{when the super volcano swelled to heaven and exploded
magma into the sky with an immense sound of thunder; at
the same time there is a great earthquake such as never
happened} is come SALVATION, and STRENGTH, and
the KINGDOM {that replaces latter day Babylon's
destroyed kingdom, just as the Israelites replaced Canaan's
kingdom} of our GOD {seventh plagued angel}, and the
power of his CHRIST {being the anointed message of the
latter day messenger}: for the ACCUSER {false
prophet/USA's leadership and its influential people} of
OUR {144,000/second group of redeemed} BRETHREN
{latter day overcomers who are of the first group of
redeemed} is CAST DOWN {by the great earthquake such
as never happened}, which {the USA's leadership and
influential persons} ACCUSED {the accuser is the
USA/Satan/adversary} THEM {latter day overcomers of
the first group of redeemed} before OUR {second group
of redeemed} GOD {seventh plagued angel} day and
night {prior to the time when the super volcano swelled to
heaven and erupted magma into the sky}.
The 144,000 stand as elders during the judgment. In
Revelation 12:10, these elders see a vision and hear an
oracle proceeding from the scroll of life that shows the

super volcano swelling up to heaven and exploding
magma into the sky. This massive explosion causes a great
earthquake such as never happened. Lava begins filling
the immense 40-mile wide mouth of the lifted-up to
heaven super volcano. A huge whirlwind of fire is created
around the lava erupting high mountain of the super
volcano, which spawns thousands of smaller whirlwinds
around it. Great hailstones will be raining down upon the
states of the USA, as lava begins to to overflow from the
swelled to heaven super volcano's immense mouth full of
an overflowing lake of fire. At that time, these elders
declare with a loud voice that salvation and strength have
finally arrived. They declare this because the USA's
infrastructure has been ruined. In that time, the rebellious
people that rejected the everlasting gospel and remained in
the USA having been deceived in accepting what the false
prophet (USA's leadership and influential persons) was
envisioning for the USA's and world's future are driven
out of the land by whirlwinds of fire, hailstones, and the
overflowing and spreading lake of fire.
Prior to the super volcano swelling to heaven and
exploding magma, the USA's leadership and influential
persons will have been the accuser of the latter day
brethren (of the first group of redeemed). These brethren
will have been warning the states of the USA concerning
the visions and oracles of the four riders and their white,
red, black, and pale horses before they issue from the

swelled to heaven exploded super volcano. They will have
been prophesying of the everlasting gospel during the five
months when smoke and ash are erupting from the super
volcano.
During five months of erupting smoke and ash, when
darkness is slowly spreading to cover the USA's states, the
latter day brethren will be prophesying the everlasting
gospel to the states of the USA prior to the super volcano
swelling to heaven and exploding magma into the sky.
During these five months of smoke and ash erupting from
the super volcano, the brethren' accusers will have been
the USA's leadership, influential people, and the deceived
peoples of the USA. The brethren will be prophesying that
the smoke and ash erupting from super volcano will
thereafter swell to the sky and explode, as magma fills the
immense mouth of the swelled to heaven super volcano to
overflow and spread throughout the USA and world. At
the same time the adversary will be prophesying of what
volcanologists, geologists, and scientists are prophesying
concerning the super volcano. The false prophet will be
reassuring the people of the USA, nations, and peoples of
the world that the smoke and ash erupting from the super
volcano will soon end and not erupt lava that covers the
land or world, as the false prophet (USA's leadership)
quotes his experts (prophets: volcanologists, geologists,
and scientists). These experts' findings will be prophesied
by the false prophet (USA's leadership) to deceive many

people in the USA and nations of the world. During each
day that smoke and ash are erupting from the super
volcano, the false prophet will be publicly accusing the
brethren of trying to divide the nation and causing an
exodus, while also saying that the brethren' everlasting
gospel is false.
*******
Revelation 12:11 And THEY {first group of redeemed}
overcame HIM {false prophet/USA's leadership} by the
BLOOD {sacrifice and resurrection} of the Lamb {dead
and resurrected message/Lamb of the latter day
messenger}, and by the WORD of THEIR {the latter day
brethren'} TESTIMONY {prophesying of the four riders
and their white, red, black, and pale horses exploding
from a swelled to heaven super volcano}; and they
LOVED NOT their LIVES unto the DEATH {the death
of an overcomer that is killed by the deceived rebellious
people for proclaiming the everlasting gospel during the
five months time of torment. A great multitude made up of
all nations will be saved by believing the everlasting
gospel. The faithful dead that proclaimed the everlasting
gospel can rest knowing that they will be resurrected to
play their part in the judgment and new Earth}.
The only way to overcome the ideals (mark of the beast)
that are promoted by the USA is through the message
(Lamb) of latter day Moses. The lamb’s blood represents

the sacrifice and resurrection of the message that will
seem to fail when an earthquake fails to cause the super
volcano to continually erupt smoke and ash. However,
three and a half days later, the blood (equated with the
written words/blood of the message/Lamb) of the Lamb
rises to life when the super volcano explodes, which will
then continually erupt smoke and ash for five months.
*******
Revelation 12:12 Therefore rejoice YE HEAVENS
{referring to the new Jerusalem, which is equated with a
huge fiery whirlwind around the high mountain of the
super volcano filled with an overflowing lake of fire},
and YE {three groups of redeemed} that dwell in THEM
{the heavens of new Jerusalem/high mountain}. Woe to
the INHABITERS {overcomers} of the EARTH
{representing the land of the USA} and of the SEA
{allied nations/kingdom of latter day Babylon}! for the
DEVIL {USA/false prophet/lamb-like beast} is come
down {based on the past type where after Israel's first
wilderness journey to Canaan, the rebellious Israelites
defied Moses, fought, and were defeated by Canaan's
armies. Then the defeated Israelite rebels returned back
down to the camp to tempt, as devils, Moses and the
faithful Israelites that were located to the east of Jordan}
unto you, having GREAT WRATH, because HE
{rebellious people in the USA equated with the rebellious
Israelites/dragon} KNOWETH that HE {latter day

dragon/USA} hath but a SHORT TIME {before being
overthrown}.
*******
The verse in Revelation 12:12 is based on the past type.
After Israel's Exodus out of Egypt, the Israelites crossed
the wilderness and were camped to the east of the River
Jordan near the Promised Land of old Canaan. When the
rebellious armies of Israel entered Canaan and failed to
take the Promised Land, the rebellious armies of Israel
returned to the Israelite camp where old Moses and the
faithful people were camped to the east of Jordan.
Thereafter the rebellious leaders and rebellious people,
that had rejected Moses' instruction to not war with the
Canaanites, had great anger against Moses and the faithful
Israelite people. The faithful Israelites with Moses still
held on to the belief that Elohiym would give them the
Promised Land where the Canaanite nations were
dwelling.
In the latter days, the spiritual Canaanites represent non
believers who live in the USA. These people's ideals war
with the predictions of latter day Moses and with the
people that believe his message of the four riders and four
horses. As latter day Moses’ prediction concerning the
super volcano exploding and erupting smoke and ash
failed to happen and take the kingdom of latter day
spiritual Canaan to begin the end of latter day Babylon's

second reigning period, it was likened to the spiritual
Canaanites' (USA's and nations') vision of this world's
future overthrowing the predictions of latter day Moses.
Accordingly, the latter day spiritual Canaanites still reign
in the USA and nations. However, according to latter day
Moses’ renewed prediction, the explosion of the top of the
super volcano (like a burning star) will cause a great
earthquake to open the super volcano. This will begin the
end of latter day Babylon's third reigning period. Thereby,
the latter day spiritual Canaanites know that according to
latter day Moses’ vision they have a short time remaining
before the bottomless pit explodes and begins warring
with them to drive them out of the latter day promised
land.
*******
Revelation 12:13 And when the DRAGON {referring to
the rebellious Israelites who failed to take the land of old
Canaan} saw that he was CAST unto the EARTH {cast
to the ground/Earth by the armies of Canaan}, he
persecuted the WOMAN {equated with new Jerusalem
that represents the three groups of redeemed of all
generations} which brought forth the MAN CHILD
{message/Lamb of latter day Moses}.
In the past type, there were influential people among the
rebellious Israelites who persecuted the faithful people
(woman) that had left old Egypt according to old Moses’

message (Lamb). These influential people (who were of
the dragon’s way of thinking) were among the rebellious
people who were cast down by the Canaanites for
attempting to take the Promised Land, even though old
Moses warned the rebellious Israelites that they would be
defeated. Thereafter, certain influential rebellious
Israelites attempted to divide the faithful believers
(represented by a woman) of old Moses’ message (Man
child) by persecuting them with their hateful words
(Numbers 14:45; 16:2, 13, 14). This is equated with latter
day rebellious people who try and influence the believers
of latter day Moses’ message to forsake the idea of
receiving the latter day promised land (USA/spiritual
Canaan), after the prediction of the super volcano opening
failed to happen after the first spiritual wilderness journey
during latter day Babylon's second reigning period.
*******
Revelation 12:14 And to the WOMAN {new Jerusalem's
foundations/apostles/first group of redeemed} were given
two wings of a great eagle, that she might FLY {like a
whirlwind} into the WILDERNESS {a second time},
into her {previous} place, where she is NOURISHED
{with the predictions/spiritual manna of six of seven
visions and six of seven thunders of the seventh angel
with trumpet} for a time, and times, and half a time
{second spiritual wilderness journey of 1260 days during
latter day Babylon's third reigning period}, from the face

of the SERPENT {spiritual Canaan/USA}.
During latter day Babylon's third reigning period, the
apostles of latter day Moses are again in the spiritual
wilderness for 1260 days spiritually eating the manna
(manna represents words written on six of seven visions
and six of seven thunders of the seventh angel with
trumpet) baked into unleavened spiritual bread.
Unleavened bread represents latter day Moses’
interpretation of the six visions and six thunders written
on the seventh angel with trumpet. In the time of the
second spiritual wilderness, the latter day apostles (being
of new Jerusalem's foundations) must bring forth their
spiritual children that mature during the second spiritual
wilderness journey. These latter day spiritual children will
then be the walls of the woman/new Jerusalem) and are of
the 144,000 spiritual children (firstfruits) of all
generations.
In the past type, the Israelites again wandered through the
wilderness but for 40 years. In that time, the adult
Israelites were sustained with manna that was ground and
baked into unleavened bread. Throughout their 40-year
journey in the wilderness, the children (equated with the
second group of redeemed) of the Israelites also ate of the
same bread as they matured to adults.
*******

Revelation 12:15 And the SERPENT {being the USA in
the latter days} cast out of his MOUTH WATER
{representing words} as a FLOOD {pertaining to what
the serpent envisions for its and the world's future} after
the WOMAN {new Jerusalem}, that he might cause her
to be carried away of the FLOOD.
In our day, the serpent pertains to the deceptions that
proceed from the USA's leadership and its rebellious
people according to what the USA's leadership envisions
for the world's future. Out of the serpent’s (snake’s) mouth
proceeds its ideals, which are contrary to the written
visions and oracles (spiritual manna baked into bread)
with which the woman (new Jerusalem) is sustained.
While the woman is in the spiritual wilderness for a
second time, words (waters) of deception will attempt to
cause the people with latter day Moses to lose faith and
abandon the predictions concerning the imminent
fulfillment of a rider on a white, red, black, and pale
horse.
In the past type, after the Israelites failed to take the
Promised Land of old Canaan, influential people among
the Israelite congregation spoke their words (unclean
waters) in an attempt to cause the congregation to abandon
old Moses and his promise of them receiving the Promised
Land of Canaan. These people’s way of thinking was of
the serpent (deceiver), which had the same mind as the
people in old Canaan (dragon) who also wanted the

Israelites to disperse and reject old Moses’ promise of
inheriting Canaan.
*******
Revelation 12:16 And the EARTH {land} helped the
WOMAN {new Jerusalem will be fully constructed when
the first group and second group of redeemed resurrect to
life and health from all generations when the super
volcano explodes in the USA}, and the EARTH {land}
OPENED her MOUTH {hence, the super volcano's
mouth explodes and opens, as it releases smoke and ash in
the USA}, and swallowed up the FLOOD {hateful and
deceptive words} which the DRAGON {USA's leadership
and deceived people} cast out of his MOUTH {USA's
leadership and spokes persons}.
Three and a half days after the sign of Jonah, the super
volcano will explode and erupt smoke and ash continually
for five months. This is equated with the Earth (land)
opening her mouth. At that time, all the deceptive words
(unclean waters) that leaders, spokes persons, and many
others said in contradiction to the two witnesses
prophesying for 1260 days of their visions and oracles of
the rider on his white, red, black, and pale horse will be
swallowed by the opened mouth of the super volcano.
The rebellious spiritual Canaanites in the USA that
rejected latter day Moses’ message will have chosen to

totally reject the two witnesses' visions and oracles during
the sign of Jonah. These rebellious people will have been
deceived by the words of the USA's (spiritual Sodom's)
leadership, spokespersons, and others that will be saying
to the nation all is peace and safety and the people can
continue buying and selling as normal during the sign of
Jonah. The people who recognize the sign of Jonah as
being of the two witnesses' predictions will have the
mark/seal (seventh seal) of God (scroll of life) written on
the front (forehead) of their mind. All the other people in
the USA who are merry (spiritually drinking and drunk)
on what the false prophet (USA) envisions (spiritual wine)
will have the mark (beliefs/ideals) of the latter day
Babylonian beast on the front of their minds.
In the past type, after the Israelites failed to take the land
of Canaan, rebellious influential people of Israel spoke
words (spiritual waters) of deception that attempted to
cause the Israelite congregation (represented by the
woman) to disperse (be carried away of these waters) and
forsake old Moses and his promise of them inheriting the
Promised Land of old Canaan. According to the prediction
of old Moses, the ground (Earth) opened her mouth and
swallowed these rebellious influential people and their
words (unclean waters) of deception (see Numbers 16:31,
32, 33). Then, fiery rocks fell upon the rebellious elders
(Numbers 16:35). On the following day, the people still
murmured against Moses and Aaron. Accordingly,

Elohiym caused a plague to kill over fourteen thousand
rebellious people among the Israelite congregation (see
Numbers 16:47). This helped the remaining Israelite
congregation to continue believing old Moses’ prediction
of them inheriting the Promised Land of old Canaan.
In Job 40:15-24, it describes a figurative land animal that
is referred to as Behemoth. Behemoth personifies the land
itself. When the super volcano swells high-up and
explodes magma into the sky, Behemoth will be terribly
awakened. A great earthquake is equated with Behemoth
shaking her body/crust of the Earth. It states in Job 40:23
that Behemoth can draw the waters of Jordan into her
mouth. This refers to the quaking-ground opening to drink
the waters of a river (see Revelation 12:16). Only the
Lord’s (seventh plagued angel's) sword of lava can
dissolve the land (see Job 40:19).
Job 40:15 Behold now BEHEMOTH {being the fractured
crust of the earth}, which I made with thee; HE {Earth’s
fractured crust/tectonic plates} EATETH GRASS {when
the land opens its mouth} as an ox.
Job 40:19 He {tectonic plates that create earthquakes} is
the chief of the ways of God {seventh plagued angel}: HE
{seventh plagued angel that replays/recreates the things
that existed and happened in each generation} that made
HIM {Behemoth} can make his SWORD {of erupting
magma} to approach unto HIM {fractured crust/tectonic

plates of land}.
Job 40:23 Behold, he drinketh up a river, and hasteth not:
he trusteth that he can draw up Jordan {River Jordan}
into his MOUTH {when the land/Behemoth opens its
mouth and drinks up a river}.
Job 41:1 Canst thou draw out LEVIATHAN {representing
the great sea} with an hook? or his tongue with a cord
which thou lettest down?
In Job 41:1-34, it describes a figurative sea-dwelling
animal, which is referred to as Leviathan. In the past type,
Leviathan personified the Great Sea (Mediterranean Sea).
When the super volcano swells to heaven and explodes
magma from its 40-mile wide mouth, great groundsplitting earthquakes under the oceans will terribly
awaken Leviathan, as never before (see Job 41:12, 33).
Lava will erupt from the sea floor to create hot bubbling
steam rising up into the air, which are referred to as the
sneezing of Leviathan. Lava shall erupt and create molten
volcanic islands, which are as Leviathan’s fiery eyelids
and mouth (see Job 41:18, 19). The sharp and jagged
rocks of reefs and coastlines are as the teeth of Leviathan.
None can move the waters to reveal Leviathan’s face
beneath the deep (see Job 41:14). Only the Lord’s
(seventh plagued angel's) sword of erupting flowing
magma from the immense mouth of the lifted-up to
heaven super volcano can repay (destroy) Leviathan, as an

overflowing lake of lava spreads throughout the world
(see Job 41:11).
*******
Revelation 12:17 And the DRAGON {kingdom of latter
day spiritual Canaan} was wroth with the WOMAN {new
Jerusalem's finished construction of her walls/second
group of 144,000 redeemed built upon the twelve
foundations/first group of 12,000 redeemed}, and went to
make war with the REMNANT {144,000} of HER {new
Jerusalem's} seed, which keep the commandments {two
witnesses' commandments written beneath six of seven
seals of the scroll of life} of God {seventh plagued
angel}, and have the TESTIMONY {written on the
visions and oracles of seven angels with trumpets on the
seventh seal/seventh part of the scroll of life} of Jesus
Christ {in the latter days referring to new Jesus Christ of
new Jerusalem}.
In the past type, the rebellious Israelites (dragon) were of
the same mind as the Canaanites. After the woman's (new
Jerusalem's) 40-year wilderness journey, the adult Israelite
congregation had returned to the land of old Canaan. Then
there was war between the Canaanites and the matured
children of the Israelites. These matured children (equated
with the 144,000 second group of redeemed) of Israel
(Israel is here equated with the first group of redeemed)
kept in their hearts and minds old Moses' Ten

Commandments and the written testimony of old Moses
that were all placed in the golden Ark of the testament
(equated with the visions and oracles written on the
seventh plagued angel by the two witnesses).
In our day, when the super volcano explodes and erupts
smoke and ash for five months in the USA, the nations of
the latter day Babylonian beast will be angry. These
plagues are equated with the latter day redeemed. At the
time when the super volcano's plagues are being fulfilled
on the USA's states, the remnant (144,000) of the
woman’s (new Jerusalem's) seed will have the visions and
oracles that are written on the seventh light and seventh
thunder of the seventh angel with trumpet. On this seventh
light and seventh thunder is written the four laws and six
laws beneath six seals, and the testimony written on seven
angels with trumpets. These latter day laws and testimony
will be in the minds and hearts of the spiritual children
(who are represented by the walls of new Jerusalem) of
the latter day woman (representing new Jerusalem's
foundations that are equated with people gathered in
spiritual Goshen). Accordingly, the 144,000 disciples
(being assisted by the first group of redeemed) will war
with the kingdom of latter day Babylon during the time of
torment happening in the fallen USA. In that time of
tormenting spreading darkness with progressive anarchy
and famine (caused by the opened super volcano erupting
smoke and ash for five months), they will give spiritual

birth to their spiritual children from all nations. These
spiritual children are the great multitude (third/final group
of redeemed).

